?Letter$ to the’ Bdftor.

ABSOLUTISN v. ORGANISATION.
To the Editor of the “B~itishJozmzat of Niwsing.”
DEARILuJA&I,-I
read with great interest the letter
Whilst cordially inviting corn. of Mr. Sydney Holland re Registration, in which his
munications upon all: subjects well-known antipathy t o “ Barb’s ” peeps out. If the
for these columns, we wish it to nursing system a t ‘‘ Bart’s,” in conjunction with other
be distiltctly understood that we hospitals, were perfect, it would not alter the fact that
do not IN’ANI? WAY hold, our. chaos would still reign supreme outside. The truth is
aelves responsible for the opinions that in many inshances Committees and Matrons
beconie so absorbed in the management of one little
expressed by our correspondents.
institution that their views become cramped, apd
the majority neither know nor care what happens
WHAT IS A TRAINED N U R S E ?
outside their own mystic ring. It is not theii.
To the Editor of the ‘‘Btitish Journal of Nwsing.” legitimate business. But the good order and efficiency
MADAaI,-In thanking you for your courtesy in of the profession as a whole is the business of every
publishing my letter, will you permit me to answer trained nurse, once she works outside the narrow enyour editorial note? You wish the Holt-Ockley vironment of a hospital.
Matrons, Sisters, staffs, not to mention the inere
nurses to be called cottage helps, because they help ;
we ckll them nurses, because they nurse. Were they pros, cannot judqe broadly on this Registration quesincompetent, is it credible that the Holt-Ockley system tion unless they are associated with outside professhould have grcwn in twenty years to number nearly sional and social interests; they do not come in contact
200 associatious ? The fact of their being nurses, and with abuses, and they fail to realise them. Imagine
good nurses as far as they go, is beyond denial. The in these days placing the whole educational and
use made of them by doctors must, I think, prove so economic interests of thousands of independent
much. We are, surely, not doing more than justice workers in the hands of the monastic orders!
to the members of the medical profession in assuming It is inconceivable, and yet this is practically the
that their aim is the rapid and complete recovery of demand of the anti-Registrationist with regard to the
their patients. If, then, we find, as is the case, that nursing profession. No ! For the sake of progress and
doctors apply for our nurses, and urge their patients justice, disorganisation is doomed. We nurses have
to joinaour associations, it appears logical to suppose suffered under it for a quarter of a century ; we now
that our nurses are a means of accelerating such ask the State to step in and protect us and the sick
from the chaotic condition of affairs which has resulted
recovery.
It is, then, only a question of words. I s it unjust t o from the trainingschools’system of lack of co-operation,
describe by’the same name one who has had only a few and to regulate traiued nursing for the public benefit,
months’ training and one who has “spent ten arduous as it hits regulated medicine, midwifery, and every
years perfecting her knowledge of nursing the sick in other profession.
1 should like to express niy gratitude to those
the best hospitals”? Emphatically yes ! On the
other hand, is it palpably unfair to describe a certifi- public-spirited Matrons who are coming out from the
cated monthly nurse, who spends her life in nursing ranks of the obstructionists and ranging themselves on
under medical supervision, as untrained? I n the the side of organisation, Their influence is tremendoua
words of Mrs. Gamp (herself the typical untrained for good.
A MEBIBER BART‘SLE.4UUE.
nurse), “Aperiently so ! ” But it is noticeable that
those advertising for nurses in .the BRITISHJOURNAL
OF NURSINUipyuire almost invariably for ‘‘ fullyANTI-REGISTRATION TACTIC8.
trained ” or ‘‘ thoroughly-trained ” nurses. Is not
this the solution of the ditticulty ? Let the aristocracy To the Editor of the “British Journab of Numing.”
of the nursing world describe themselves as highlyDEARMADAU,-I observe that Mr. Holland suggests
trained, a term they have themselves selected, and let that ‘‘ the niattexn of State Registration should be
them leave the humbler name of trained nurse to those argued on its merits.” Quite so ; but has his point of
who, supplementing their short training by daily care- view any “ merits” for the helpless worker P I think
ful and conscientious nursing, have fairly earned it.
not. Also, what “merit” is there in the present
Yours faithfully,
plan of campaign of the Matrons opposed to it8 I
I?. B. DICKIXS. am a melilber of the Society for State Registration,
[The above letter appears to us to show an extra- having joined before I began work here. I have
ordinary ignorance on the part of the writer (1s to recently been approached by the Mabron where I was
what the term “trained,” as applied to a nurse, in- trained, and urged naost eanzestly t o resign my membercludes, Yet she, and apparently others also, consider ship of the S.R.S. She is also using every effort to get
it applicable to women who may never have been other members to do the same. The arguments used
inside a hospital a t all, but who have merely received are very specions, and, no doubt, will influence weak
women, who are, unfortunately, easily led. The whole
21 few months’ district training in maternity nursing.
We may argue that the term implies a thorough hos- anti-Registration movement emanates from the London
pital training, and still get no further towards a settle- Hospital, of which Mr. Holland is Chairman, and
ment, as no standard for a trained nurse has ever yet measures are being taken at that institution to
been authoritatively defined. The letter published make the whole nursing staff work against their own
above forms an irrefutable argument for State Regis- interests and that of the profession to which they
tration of Nurses, and for the definition of n minimum belong. I see no ‘‘ merit ” in coercing a lot of helpless wonien, who dare not oppose the dictates of the
qunlification for trained nursc.--ED.]
NOTES, QUERIES, &c.
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